PERMEABLE PAVERS
TYP. NO. 8, 89, OR 9
AGGREGATE IN OPENINGS
BEDDING COURSE 2 IN. (50 MM)
THICK (TYP. NO. 8 AGGREGATE)
4 IN. (100 MM) THICK NO. 57
STONE OPEN-GRADED BASE

SURFACE WATER FLOWS
THRU BETWEEN PAVERS
SLOPE 1% AWAY FROM
BUILDING FOR 10 FT. (3 M)

BUILDING WALL
CUT IMPERMEABLE
LINER FLUSH WITH
TOP OF PAVERS

OPTIONAL DRAINAGE
BOARD
30 MIL THICK PVC
GEOMEMBRANE T/W
8 OZ. NONWOVEN
PROTECTIVE
GEOTEXTILE

MIN. 6 IN. (150 MM) THICK
NO. 2 STONE SUBBASE
OPTIONAL DRAINAGE
GEOTEXTILE ON
SUBGRADE PER DESIGN
PERMEABLE SUBGRADE
EXTEND IMPERMEABLE LINER TO
BOTTOM OF BUILDING FOUNDATION

DISTANCE TO SUIT LOCAL
GROUND CONDITIONS

NOTE:
1. SELECT GEOTEXTILE PER AASHTO M 288.